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1. Introduction
Since the late 1990s, several studies have been conducted on intelligent systems that support
daily life in the home or office environments (Sato et al., 1996; Pentland, 1996; Brooks, 1997). In
daily life, people spend a significant amount of time at desks to operate computers, read and
write documents and books, eat, and assemble objects, among other activities. Therefore it can
be said that supporting deskwork by intelligent systems is of extreme importance. Many kinds
of intelligent systems have been proposed to provide desktop support. In particular,
augmented desk interface systems have been eagerly studied. DigitalDesk is one of the earliest
augmented desk interface systems (Wellner, 1993). It requires a CCD camera and a video
projector to integrate physical paper documents and electronic documents. Koike et al.
proposed EnhancedDesk, which uses an infrared camera instead of a CCD camera to improve
sensitivity to changes in lighting conditions and a complex background (Koike et al., 2001). In
addition, Leibe et al. proposed one called Perceptive Workbench, which requires both a CCD
and an infrared camera (Leibe et al., 2000), and Rekimoto proposed SmartSkin, which is based
on capacitive sensing without cameras (Rekimoto, 2002).
Raghavan et al. proposed a system that requires a head-mounted display to show how to
assemble products (Raghavan et al., 1999). These systems have been limited to show some
information to the user. Ishii & Ullmer proposed an idea referred to as "tangible bits (Ishii &
Ullmer, 1997)," which seeks to realize a seamless interface among humans, digital
information, and the physical environment by using manipulable objects. Based on this idea,
they proposed metaDESK (Ullmer & Ishii, 1997).
Pangaro et al. proposed a system called Actuated Workbench (Pangaro et al., 2002), and
Noma et al. proposed one called Proactive Desk (Noma et al., 2004). Both systems convey
only information to the user through movement of physical objects. They do not support the
user from physical aspects.
On the other hand, especially in rehabilitation robotics, several studies have been conducted
on supporting humans working at desks from a physical aspect (Harwin et al., 1995;
Dallaway et al., 1995). Dallaway & Jackson proposed RAID (Robot for Assisting the
Integration of Disabled people) workstation (Dallaway & Jackson, 1994). In RAID, a user
selects an object through a GUI, and a manipulator carries it to the user. Ishii et al. proposed
a meal-assistance robot for disabled individuals (Ishii et al., 1995). The system user points a
laser attached to his head to operate a manipulator. Topping proposed a system, Handy 1,
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which assists severely disabled people with tasks such as eating, drinking, washing, and
shaving (Topping, 2002). In these systems, every time a user wants to be supported, the user
is required to consciously and explicitly instruct their intention to the systems. Such systems
are not really helpful.
Moreover, a few studies have focused on the physical act of passing an object from a human
to a manipulator, or vice versa (Kajikawa et al., 1995; Agah & Tanie, 1997). These studies
focused on the realization of human-like motion of the manipulators. When a user needs to
be supported, on the other hand, the systems are required to support the user as fast as
possible. The studies did not consider the requirement.
In this study, we propose a robotic deskwork support system that delivers objects properly
and quickly to a user who is working at a desk. The intended applications of the proposed
system are assembly, repair, simple experiment, etc. In such applications, the system often
cannot know a sequence of used objects by workers in advance. To achieve the objectives,
the system fulfils two primary functions: It estimates the user7 s intention, and it delivers
objects to the user.
Intelligent systems are used by ordinary people; therefore, it is important that the systems
be intuitive and simple to use. One of the most intuitive ways to control such systems is
using gestures, especially pointing (Bolt, 1980; Cipolla & Hollinghurst, 1996; Mori et al.,
1998; Sato & Sakane, 2000; Tamura et al., 2004; Sugiyama et al., 2005). Although pointing is
intuitive, it is bothersome for a user to explicitly instruct the systems every time he/she
wants to get objects. Furthermore, as pointing direction can be determined only when the
user's hand and finger remain stationary, the recognition process takes long time. In the
approach proposed here, the system estimates a user's intention inherent in his action
without explicit instructions. In fact, the system 1) detects a user's act of reaching, 2) predicts
the target object required by the user by measuring continuous movement of his body parts,
especially hands and eyes, and finally 3) delivers the object to a user (Figure 1).
predicted target^

Fig. 1. Concept image of the proposed system
In this chapter, the first two items, involving detection and prediction, are mainly described
and discussed.
For the third problem, it is unreasonable to use manipulators for carrying objects. Using
manipulators for delivering objects has the following difficulties:
•
•

Weight capacities of manipulators are generally low for their size.
As manipulators move three-dimensionally, there is a tremendous danger in
their high-speed movements.
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•

Because of the large size of manipulators, many manipulators cannot be
operated simultaneously at a desk. Therefore, a manipulator can deliver a
target object only after it grasps the object.
As a result, a system using manipulators cannot quickly and safely support a user.
Moreover, small wheeled mobile robots present problems relative to speed and accuracy of
movement.
One solution for the quick and accurate delivery of multiple objects to a user is to use
movable trays driven with a Sawyer-type 2-DOF stepping motor (Sawyer, 1969). The motors
are small and have high speed, positioning accuracy, and thrust.
The movable tray has high weight capacity, and moves only on a desk plane. Furthermore,
because multiple trays can be placed simultaneously on a desk, multiple objects can be
loaded on the trays. Therefore, a system using the movable trays can quickly and safely
support a user.
In this chapter, we assume that our deskwork support system uses such movable trays and
objects are loaded onto the trays. Assumed size of each tray is 130 x 135 x 25 (mm). In this
study, we assume a normal size desk for the system. The width of a normal desk is at most
1200 (mm). According to this, the number of trays lined up in one row sideways is less than
nine. In order to quickly deliver objects, a straight route is preferable for each tray. Even if
the arrangement of the trays is schemed, the possible number of trays on a desk will be at
most ten. We also assume that the distance between the trays and a user is greater than the
user's reach. This assumption is for not obstructing a user's work.
In order to quickly deliver objects to a user, the trays are required not only to move fast but
also to start early. Considering the speed of the user's hand and the movable trays, the
preparation time for carrying objects (detection of the user's reach and prediction of the
target object) should be less than a half of an average duration of reaching movements.
According to a preliminary experiment, the average duration is about 0.8 (s) without any
help. Therefore, the preparation time should be less than 0.4 (s).
In section 2, an algorithm used to detect reaching movement of a user is presented. A
method used to predict a target object among multiple objects is described in section 3. In
section 4, experiments for verifying the proposed method are described and discussed. In
the experiments, the movable trays are not used. Experiments using the movable trays are
presented in section 5. We conclude this chapter and refer to the future research in section 6.

2. Detection of human reaching movements

To deliver an object to a user, it is necessary that the system determine whether the user is
performing an unrelated task or reaching for the object in question. When an individual
reaches for an object, his hand and eyes move almost simultaneously toward the object. It
has been reported that saccadic eye movement occurs before the onset of a reaching
movement (Prablanc et al., 1979; Biguer et al., 1982; Abrams et al., 1990) and the saccade is
followed about 100 (ms) later by a hand movement (Prablanc et al., 1979). In this study,
therefore, a user's hand movements are measured to detect his reaching movements. When
individuals perform tasks at desks, their hand movements are limited to a specific area, and
their hands turn around frequently. When reaching for objects, on the other hand,
individuals move their hands toward the outside of the working area at a high speed. The
trajectories of hand movements are known to be relatively straight and smooth (Morasso,
1981). In addition to these characteristics of hand movements, eyes move toward a target
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object to localize the position of the object for guiding hand movements (Abrams et al.,
1990). Based on the facts reported above, in this study, the deskwork support system
interprets a hand movement as a reaching movement if the following conditions are
satisfied:
•
The speed of a hand movement is rapid,
•
The trajectory of a hand movement is relatively smooth and straight, and
•
The directions of the gaze and hand (see Figure 2) are close, and the hand
and gaze point are far from the head position.
We define a hand movement as the trajectory of the center of a user's hand. To measure
hand movements, we use a color CCD camera attached to a ceiling. The RGB video data is
first converted to the hue, saturation, and value (HSV) space. These values are then
thresholded to acquire binarized hand images. After that, we apply a morphological erosion
operator to the obtained hand region until it becomes smaller than a predetermined
threshold value, and the center of a user's hand is given as the resulting region's center of
mass. This procedure makes the hand's center insensitive to changes of the shape of the
hand image due to a closing or opening motion of the hand (Oka et al., 2002). A tracking
system that requires no physical contact is used to measure head and eye movements.
The parameters are defined in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Definition of parameters
Head and eye positions are measured three-dimensionally. However, in what follows, all
positions are projected within a desk plane and are considered to be two-dimensional. Thus,
all vectors are also two-dimensional. hs is a vector from the user's head to user's hand at time
s; gs is a vector from the user's head to a gaze point; and a vector from the user's head
to object k is denoted by Os. In this study, vs, the speed of a hand movement, is defined using
the following equation:
h  hs  1
vs  s
(1)
t
where At is the sampling time of the camera.
To enable the system to determine whether a hand movement is a reach or some unrelated
movement is difficult. Failures to detect the target movement can be eliminated by
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integrating multiple criteria. Therefore, probabilities are established for three criteria, speed
of hand movement, curvature of hand trajectory, and the relationship between the hand
position and gaze point, which are used to detect the act of reaching.
2.1 Speed of a hand movement
The speed of a hand movement during reaching is much greater than that when performing
tasks that occur close to the trunk of the body.
Therefore, we assume that the faster the relative speed of a user7 s hand to his head is, the
higher the probability that the hand movement is an act of reaching will be. Here, we adopt
a function whose output ranges between 0 and 1 and increases monotonically with its input
as a probability function. Following this policy, we define Rv, the estimated probability from
a hand speed at time s, as the following equation:

RV 

1
,
1  exp   vs   

( 2)

where a and ft are parameters representing the motion characteristics of each user.
2.2 Curvature of a hand trajectory
In this study, the curvature of a user's hand trajectory is used as a criterion to indicate
straightness and smoothness.
We regard the curvature of the circle passing through points hs-2, hs-1, and hs as the curvature
of the hand trajectory at time s (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Definition of the curvature of a hand trajectory at time
Ks is

the curvature of the hand trajectory at time s calculated by the following equation:
2 hs  1  hs  2  hs  1  hs  2  hs
Ks 
hs  1  hs  2 hs  hs  1 hs  2  h2

(3)

As reported earlier, reaching movements are generally straight and smooth. Therefore, the
smaller the curvature of the hand trajectory, the greater the probability that the movement is
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an act of reaching. Based on this, we define ^S, the estimated probability from a hand
trajectory at time s, with the following equation:

Rs    Ks

(4)

where y is a parameter representing the motion characteristics of each user.
2.3 Relationship between the hand position and gaze point
When an individual reaches for an object, he first locates the object and then reaches for it.
To map the location of the target object, a saccadic eye movement occurs about 100 (ms)
before the reaching motion begins (Prablanc et al., 1979), as reported above. Because the
trajectories of reaching movements are relatively straight (Morasso, 1981), the gaze direction
and the direction from head to hand are supposed to be almost equal during the act of
reaching. Furthermore, in the act of reaching, the hand position and gaze point are farther
from an individual's body (Figure 4-a) than during other unrelated tasks (Figure 4-b).

(b) Performing other tasks
(a) Reaching for a target object
Fig. 4. Relationship between hand position and gaze
Based on these facts, we use the inner products of hs and gs at time s to detect acts of
reaching.
I s  hS  gS

(5)

The large values of Is suggest that the directions of the hand and gaze are close and the hand
position and gaze point are far from the person's head. Ri, the estimated probability from the
relationship between the hand position and gaze point at time s, is defined as follows:
1
(6)
RI 
,
1  exp   I S   
where ó and Z are parameters representing the motion characteristics of each user.

2.4 Parameter determination
Because individuals differ in the motion characteristics of their hands and eyes, the five
parameters reported above  ,  ,  ,  , and   are required to determine a specific
individual's characteristics.
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In this study, we determine the parameters through the following sequence. In this chapter,
we take two parameters of Rv  and   as an example.
1.

2.

3.

4.

A hand movement while a user is performing some tasks and occasionally
reaches for objects is measured.
Acquired velocity data vs are discretized into several ranges, and times that a
hand movement in a certain range of velocity is a reaching movement and
those that the movement is not a reaching movement are counted
respectively.





p reaching vBi  vs  vBi 1 , the likelihood that a hand movement in a certain

range of velocity is a reaching movement, is plotted as Figure 5, where v B, is
the boundary value between range i-1 and range i. Here, because we assume
that the system cannot determine a prior probability p(reaching), we
normalize the observed data.
A curve represented as (2) is fitted to the plotted data points by the
Levenberg-Marquardt method, which is a non-linear least-squares method,
to acquire a and ¡5 . Here, we adopt the inverse of the probabilities





p reaching vBi  vs  vBi 1 as weight factors for fitting. An example of fitting

Rv curve
to the observed data points is shown in Figure 5.
The other parameters are determined in the same way.
2.5 Detection of reaching movements
The proposed system detects a hand movement as a reaching movement when R, the
integrated probability at time s, exceeds the predetermined threshold value. R is defined as
follows:
R = RvRsRi

(7)

To reduce missed detections, a large threshold value r] was used to indicate the distance
between the user's head and hand, which acts as a safety net. Even if R does not exceed the
predetermined threshold value, the hand movement is detected as an act of reaching when
|| hs || is larger than n . n is a sufficiently large value which is used to prevent missed
detections, and it is empirically set to 400 (mm).
Moreover, R is set to 0 for a given length of time after detection, where the length of time is
empirically set to 1.0 (s). This rule is used to prevent false detections.
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Hand velocity relative to head (mm/s)

Fig. 5. Fitting a curve of the estimated Rv to the observed probabilities that a hand
movement is a reaching movement

3. Prediction of the target object among multiple objects
People usually use multiple objects at a desk, and the sequence in which the objects are used
is not predetermined. To deliver a required object to a user, a system must be able to
correctly interpret a user's act of reaching at an early stage. It is also necessary that the
system predict the required object as soon as possible.
Accurately predicting the user's hand trajectory seems to offer the right way to predict the
target object. Studies of mathematical models for human arm trajectory planning have
attracted considerable attention; such models include the minimum jerk model (Flash &
Hogan, 1985), the minimum torque change model (Uno et al., 1989), and the minimum
variance model (Harris & Wolpert, 1998). As these models do not consider human trunk
movements and some of them require musculoskeletal parameters that are not easily
acquired, it is difficult to apply them here.
In this study, knowledge of precise trajectories is not necessary; however it is necessary to
identify the target object. There have been several researches on prediction of the target icon
based on movements of a cursor in graphical user interfaces (Balakrishnan, 2004; Asano et
al., 2005), however it cannot be applied to our situation because movements of hands and
cursors are different. The following two assumptions are made to predict the target object.
•
The approach rate of human hand to the target object is higher than to any
other objects in the presence of multiple objects, and
•
When an individual reaches for an object, his gaze directions are distributed
around the direction of the object.
Based on these assumptions, certainty values from hand movements and eye movements
are calculated and integrated probabilistically for each object.
3.1 Inference from hand movements
The certainty that object Ok is a target object given the trajectory of the user's hand after
starting a reaching movement Hs=[ho, h1, ... , hs} is defined as follows:
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f  osk 

 f o 
N

i 1

(8)

i
s

where O* represents the target object and o's is a vector from the user's head to the object O'
('=1, 2,

 g  o   0  ,

 g  o   0 

N) at time s. Furthermore, f (oS) is calculated with the following equations:
 g  ok 2
s

f o   
 0

k
s

g  osk   
s

j 1

k
s

(9)

k
s

o kj  h j  o kj  1  h j  1
o0k  h0

.

(10)

Equation (10) is transformed into the following equation:
g  osk  

osk  hs  o0k  h0
o0k  h0

(11)

Fig. 6. Prediction of the target object on the basis of the ratio of the reduction in the distance
between the hand and the object
The above equation yields the ratio of the reduction in the distance between the hand and
the object Ok from the time the reaching movement is detected (Figure 6).
3.2 Inference from eye movements
In this study, we assume that the user's gaze direction arg(g s ) follows a wrapped normal
distribution (Gumbel et al., 1953), which is for circular data, with mean arg(os) , the
direction of the target object. Thus, we can represent the conditional probability density
function for arg(gs) = fas given target O*=Ok as the following equation:
2
k


1   s  arg  os   2 i 
k
p arg  gs   s O *  O 
(12)

,
2
2
2 



where a is estimated using previous data for each user.
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3.3 Integration of information from hand and eye movements
The system integrates the probabilities from the user's hand and eye movements based on
Bayes' rule and predicts O, the target object, using the following equation:



oˆ *  arg max p O *  O k H s ,arg  gs    s







 arg max p  O *  O H S  p O *  O arg  gs   s .
k

Ok

k

(13)

4. Evaluation of the methods
To examine the usefulness of the methods, experiments were conducted. Generally, human
motion in experiments is not reproducible. If the experiments are conducted in different
conditions, therefore, it is impossible to fairly compare the methods. To tackle this problem,
in this section, we conducted the estimation using three methods for the same human
motion to fairly compare the methods. In the next section, we demonstrated the usefulness
of the proposed method in the system that the movable trays can move.
4.1 Subjects
A total of 11 volunteers (10 males and 1 female, aged 21-42 years old) participated in the
experiments. All subjects were right-handed, and three of them wore eyeglasses.
4.2 Experimental apparatus
An overhead digital color CCD camera (VCC-8350CL, CIS) measured the subjects' hand
movements two-dimensionally.
For image processing, we used a Windows PC (Intel Xeon 3.0GHz Dual) with an imageprocessing board (GINGA digital CL-2, Linx) and image-processing software (HALCON7.0,
MVTec).
To measure the subjects' head and eye movements, a head and eye tracking system
(faceLAB4.2, Seeing Machines) that requires no physical contact and a Windows PC (Intel
Pentium4 3.8GHz) were used. The frame rates for the measurement of the hand and eye
movements are 30 (fps) and 60 (fps), respectively. Acquired three-dimensional data were
projected to a desk plane and transformed into two-dimensional data.
4.3 Experimental procedure
In the experiments, subjects assembled a plastic model of a car from five types of
subassemblies (Figure 7) five times, and the movements of each subject's hand, head, and
eyes were recorded.
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end product
Fig. 7. Assembly of a plastic model from five types of subassemblies
The subjects reached with their dominant hand (right hand) for the subassemblies. In what
follows, "hand" indicates the dominant hand (right hand). The subjects were asked to grasp
only one type of subassembly at a time.
The arrangement of a subject, a desk, and the subassemblies are shown in Figure 8.
During the experiments, the subjects were asked to sit at the desk and assembled a plastic
model from five types of subassemblies in no particular order.
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Fig. 8. Arrangement of an experimental subject, a desk, and five types of subassemblies (O1,
O2, ... , O5). The initial position of a subject's head is around (0, -200) (mm).
4.4 Experimental results
An example of the observed trajectories of a hand, head, and gaze point is shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Example of the observed trajectories of hand, head, and gaze point while a subject
reached for 02
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The observed trajectories of the hand are relatively straight and smooth as presented in the
literature (Morasso, 1981), and the gaze points are distributed around the target object. As
evident in Figure 9, gaze directions are distributed around the target direction. In the
proposed estimation method, detection and prediction processes are independent each
other. Thus we independently examined the usefulness of the detection method and
prediction one.
Detection of reaching movements
We compared the detection performances of the proposed method with those of MD and
MS. MD represents a detection method that uses only a threshold value of distance. MS
represents a detection method uses only a threshold value of hand speed. In MD, we set a
threshold value for the distance between the user's head and hand. When the distance | | hs
|| exceeds the predetermined threshold value, the hand movement is detected as a reaching
movement. In MS, we set a threshold value for speed of a hand movement. When the speed
exceeds the predetermined threshold value, the hand movement is detected as a reaching
movement.
We used two metrics, required detection time and detection accuracy, to evaluate the
methods. Because there is a tradeoff between false detections and missed detections, we
defined the detection accuracy using a following equation:
N correct
(14)
,
DA 
N correct  N false  missed
where Ncorrect, Nfalse, and Nmissed mean the number of correct detections, false
detections, and missed detections, respectively. The threshold values of MD and MS were
determined for each experimental subject to maximize DA. The required time for detection
and calculated values of DA are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.

Table 1. Comparison of the required time (s) to detect an act of reaching

The average required time to detect an act of reaching is 0.256 (s). This is about 0.16 (s) shorter
than that of MD and 0.05 (s) longer than that of MS. A total of five acts of reaching went
undetected when the proposed method applied. The reason for the occurrence of the
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missed detections is that false detections occurred just before the act of reaching and R was
set to 0 as a result of the false detections.

Table 2. Comparison of the detection accuracy (C: Correct detection, M: Missed detection, F:
False detection)
However, the number of missed detections of the proposed method was less than 20% of
MD and less than 6% of MS. Furthermore, the number of false detections of the proposed
method was less than 25% of MD and less than 10% of MS. As a consequence, the average
DA of the proposed method was much larger than that of MD and MS.
According to the results, MD is inferior to the proposed method in both accuracy and
required time. Although MS can detect an act of reaching a little sooner than the proposed
method, its accuracy of detection is much lower than the proposed method. Therefore, the
proposed detection method is more useful than MD and MS.
Prediction of target objects
We compared the prediction performances of the proposed method with those of a method
using only hand movements (MH) and one using only eye movements (ME). Figure 9 shows
the relationship between the timing of the prediction and the rate of correct target
predictions.
As shown in Figure 10, the rates of the proposed method and MH increased with time. On
the other hand, the rates of ME decreased slightly with time. This could be attributed to the
fact that the subjects sometimes did not see the target object in the final stage of the reaching
movements.
Differences in the prediction performances of the three methods were tested using the
paired t-test with a significance level of 5%. The difference in the average rates of correct
prediction between the proposed method and MH was statistically significant from 0 (s) to
0.1 (s) (p<0.05), and the difference between the proposed method and ME was also
significant after 0.067 (s) (p<0.05).
As reported before, it takes about 0.26 (s) to detect a user's reaching movements. Therefore,
it is necessary for the system to predict the target object within 0.14 (s) in order to meet the
time requirement described in section 1. At 0.133 (s) after detection, while the rates of correct
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predictions of MH and ME were 84% and 62%, respectively, the proposed method's rate of
correct predictions was 92%.

Elapsed time since detection of reaching movements (s)
Fig. 10. Average rate of correct prediction of the targets with the standard error of the mean,
N=11

The difference in the rates of correct predictions between MH and the proposed method at
the time was not significant, but a statistical trend in which the proposed method exceeds
MH (p=0.069) was observed.

5. Application possibility to the deskwork support system
To verify the possibility of applying the proposed methods to our deskwork support
system, experiments using movable trays were conducted.
5.1 Subjects
A total of 4 male volunteers (aged 24-33 years old) participated in the experiments. All
subjects were right-handed, and they had also participated in the experiments stated in
section 4.
5.2 Experimental apparatus
Our deskwork support system is shown in Figure 10.
To measure movements of the subjects' hands, heads, and eyes, we used the same apparatus
with section 4.
To deliver objects to the subjects, five self-moving trays, which are driven by a Sawyer-type
2-DOF stepping motor, were used. The trays move on a motor platen (i.e. iron plate) with its
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size being 1200 x 1000 (mm). The size of each tray is 130 x 135 x 25 (mm). The trays can move
1000 (mm/s) at maximum for each axis.

Fig. 11. An overview of the implemented deskwork support system
5.3 Experimental procedure
In the experiments, the subjects assembled a plastic model of a car from five types of
subassemblies four times as well as the experiments described in section 4. The
subassemblies (Figure 7) were loaded on each tray, and when a subject reaches for an object,
the deskwork support system detects an act of reaching, predicts a target object, and
delivers the object using a self-moving tray.
In the experiments, we set the duration for prediction to 0.133 (s), and we use the same
parameters for the prediction process as in section 4. In other words, the parameters were
obtained in the reachable target condition.
The initial arrangement of a subject and the subassemblies on the trays are shown in Figure
12. In this experiment, the subassemblies are located farther from the position of the subjects
than the experiment in section 4.
During the experiments, the subjects were asked to sit at the desk and assembled a plastic
model in no particular order, and place the end product on tray 3.
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5.4 Experimental results
An example of the experimental scene where the proposed method was applied is shown in
Figure 12.

Fig. 12. Arrangement of an experimental subject and five trays ( O is on tray i)
The calculated values of DA are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Detection accuracy when applied to the deskwork support system
The average value of DA was 0.89. This was almost the same as the result in section 4. The
proposed detection method can be applied to the deskwork support system in which the
self-moving trays deliver the objects.
We also test the validity of the proposed prediction method. The calculated rates of correct
prediction of the targets are shown in Table 4.
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Fig. 13. An example of the experimental overview. The subject was reaching for tray 3, and
the tray was moving towards the subject.

Table 4. Rate of correct prediction of the targets when applied to the deskwork support
system
The average rate of correct predictions was 97%. This was higher than the result in section 4.
This result confirms that the proposed prediction method can be applied to the deskwork
support system.
Based on the above experimental results, the proposed method is useful in the deskwork
support system, and the parameters acquired from the reachable target condition can be
applied to the unreachable one.

6. Conclusion
We have presented methods to detect an act of reaching among other hand movements and
to predict target objects based on measurements of a user's hand and eye movements. In the
detection method, we adopted speed, the smoothness and straightness of a user's hand
movements, and the relationship between hand and eye movements. The usefulness of the
proposed method was experimentally demonstrated.
In the future, an error recovery algorithm should be developed for more reliable deskwork
support system.
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